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CFTC Enters the Market for Anti-Corruption Enforcement 

New enforcement advisory encourages reporting of foreign corrupt practices that the 

agency intends to pursue under the Commodity Exchange Act. 

On March 6, 2019, the Division of Enforcement (Division) of the US Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission (CFTC or Commission) announced that it will work alongside the US Department of Justice 

(DOJ) and the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to investigate foreign bribery and 

corruption relating to commodities markets.1 CFTC Enforcement Director James McDonald announced 

the agency’s new interest in this area as the Division issued an enforcement advisory on self-reporting 

and cooperation for violations of the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) involving foreign corrupt practices.2 

For companies and individuals who participate in the markets for commodities and derivatives — or 

whose activities may impact those markets — the CFTC announcement adds a new dimension to an 

already crowded and complex landscape for anti-corruption enforcement. A range of industries, including 

energy, agriculture, metals, financial services, cryptocurrencies, and beyond, must now consider the 

CFTC and the CEA when assessing global compliance and enforcement risks relating to bribery and 

corruption. This article summarizes the new developments and outlines key considerations for industry 

participants and their legal and compliance teams. 

Enforcement Director’s Remarks 

Announcing the Division’s new focus on foreign corruption at the American Bar Association’s National 

Institute on White Collar Crime, McDonald explained that “[c]ompanies and individuals engaging in 

foreign corrupt practices should recognize that this sort of misconduct might constitute fraud, 

manipulation, false reporting, or a number of other types of violations under the CEA, and thus be subject 

to enforcement actions brought by the CFTC.”3 He added that the CFTC’s “involvement in this space” 

arose “through conversations with our enforcement partners about factual scenarios known to them, to 

which we at the CFTC might be able to add our expertise about how those facts would affect American 

derivatives markets.”4 

Recognizing that the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) is enforced by the DOJ and SEC, McDonald 

noted that the CFTC “will not pile on to other existing investigations,” but rather will “investigate in parallel 

with other enforcement authorities” to “avoid duplicative investigative steps,” account for penalties 

imposed by other authorities, and give “credit for disgorgement or restitution payments in connection with 

other related actions.”5 

https://www.lw.com/practices/WhiteCollarDefenseandInvestigations
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McDonald cited several examples of factual scenarios that could lead to CFTC enforcement in connection 

with foreign corrupt practices, including:  

 “Bribes ... to secure business in connection with regulated activities like trading, advising, or dealing 

in swaps or derivatives” 

 Manipulated prices that are “the product of corruption” and might result in false reporting to 

benchmarks 

 Corruption that may “alter the prices in commodity markets that drive US derivatives prices”6  

Notably, McDonald stated that the CFTC currently has “open investigations involving similar conduct.”7 

New Enforcement Advisory on Foreign Corrupt Practices 

In tandem with McDonald’s speech, the Division announced an expansion of its existing cooperation 

policy to address foreign corruption. 

Previous enforcement advisories established the Division’s policy of exercising discretion to impose 

lesser penalties when appropriate to encourage cooperation in CFTC investigations. In January 2017, the 

Division issued two advisories outlining factors the Division considers in evaluating cooperation by 

companies and individuals.8 In September 2017, the Division updated its policy to place greater emphasis 

on self-reporting as a key first step, allowing full credit only when “the company or individual self-reports, 

fully cooperates, and remediates.”9 In those circumstances, the Division “will recommend the most 

substantial reduction in the civil monetary penalty that otherwise would be applicable.”10 

The new advisory extends the benefits of self-reporting, cooperation, and remediation to violations of the 

CEA involving foreign corrupt practices.11 For companies and individuals not registered with the CFTC, 

the Division will reward such cooperative steps by applying “a presumption that it will recommend to the 

Commission a resolution with no civil monetary penalty.”12 The Division will still “require payment of all 

disgorgement, forfeiture, and/or restitution resulting from the misconduct at issue,” and it may decline to 

apply the presumption on penalties if it finds aggravating circumstances, such as company-wide 

misconduct or senior management involvement.13 The Division will “seek all available remedies — 

including, where appropriate, substantial civil monetary penalties — with respect to companies or 

individuals implicated in the misconduct that were not involved in submitting the voluntary disclosure.”14 

While the new advisory applies only to companies and individuals who are not registered (or required to 

be registered) with the agency, it notes that CFTC registrants have “existing, independent reporting 

obligations” requiring them “to report any material noncompliance issues under the CEA, which would 

include any foreign corrupt practices that violate the CEA.”15 The advisory states that registrants who self-

report, cooperate, and remediate may still receive a “substantial reduction in the civil monetary penalty,” 

but the “presumption of a recommendation of no civil monetary penalty will not apply.”16 

In offering incentives for cooperation on foreign corruption, the CFTC’s new advisory parallels the DOJ 

Corporate Enforcement Policy implemented in April 2016 and further codified in November 2017.17 Under 

its program, the DOJ applies a presumption in favor of declination or reduced penalties for companies 

that voluntarily self-disclose FCPA violations and satisfy the DOJ’s requirements for cooperation and 

remediation.18 In the CFTC’s March 6 announcement, the Assistant Attorney General for the DOJ 

Criminal Division, Brian A. Benczkowski, stated that the DOJ “look[s] forward to working in parallel with 

the CFTC in cases involving foreign corrupt practices, as well as others.”19 
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A Novel Step That Extends Existing Enforcement Priorities 

With responsibility for prosecuting FCPA violations residing with the DOJ and SEC, the CFTC has 

surprised many in the industry by announcing that it will devote precious enforcement resources to 

foreign corruption.20 The Division’s announcement indicates that it believes such conduct abroad “can 

distort prices and undermine the integrity of our markets here,” implicating the CEA’s anti-fraud and anti-

manipulation provisions.21 McDonald also linked “combatting corrupt practices” to protecting markets, 

noting that “registrants and market participants who obey the law and do the right thing should not be 

placed at a disadvantage simply because their competitors choose to break the rules.”22 

The CFTC’s move into foreign corruption enforcement can thus be viewed as an extension of its focus on 

market integrity. In its 2018 annual report, the CFTC highlighted the fact that it brought more cases 

involving market integrity last year than ever before, and that some of those cases involved conduct 

across international borders.23 The Commission has pursued a series of high-profile market manipulation 

and spoofing cases in recent years, in markets ranging from interest rates to energy to agriculture to 

metals.24 

Beyond markets, the Division has also displayed a commitment to broader economic integrity concerns, 

recently establishing a task force to ensure that CFTC registrants comply with applicable Bank Secrecy 

Act and anti-money laundering rules, including suspicious activity reporting and know-your customer 

programs.25 The CFTC’s new interest in foreign corruption extends these trends.  

McDonald noted in his March 6 remarks that the CFTC has open investigations involving conduct relating 

to foreign corruption.26 By announcing its new policy before bringing any cases, the Division may be 

signaling its commitment — to the market, other enforcement agencies, and subjects of investigations — 

to foster quicker resolutions of existing cases and prepare the field for a first action in this area. 

Key Takeaways for Navigating the New Landscape 

The CFTC’s announcement leaves open how the agency will charge foreign corruption offenses under 

the CEA, what connection to US markets will be required, and whether such charges will fill any gaps in 

DOJ and SEC enforcement.27 Nonetheless, the announcement makes clear that companies and 

individuals confronting a potential problem under the FCPA must now consider the CEA’s regulatory 

requirements and broad anti-fraud and anti-manipulation provisions as well. In light of the CFTC’s 

announcement, companies and individuals whose operations involve commodities or derivatives should 

bear in mind the following considerations: 

 Compliance and Training: Companies should review their anti-corruption compliance and training 

programs to ensure that they provide appropriate guidance for business units and personnel who 

trade commodities and derivatives or who interact with government officials and government-owned 

enterprises in these markets. 

 Investigating Foreign Corruption: If a potential incident of bribery or corruption has been detected, 

a company’s analysis should include an assessment of any connections the incident may have to 

commodities, including physical commodity transactions, derivatives trading and clearing, and price 

reporting. In time, the CFTC may bring enforcement actions that provide guidance on how and when 

it will police foreign corruption. In the absence of such guidance, companies should think broadly 

about potential connections to commodities and the CEA. 

 Registrant Reporting: Swap dealers, futures commission merchants, and other CFTC registrants 

confronting a potential incident of foreign corruption should consider their reporting obligations under 
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the CEA and CFTC regulations. The new advisory makes clear that the Division regards foreign 

corrupt practices as a subject of reporting duties. And while the presumption of no penalty does not 

apply for registrants, the new advisory notes that registrants may still receive substantial credit for 

reporting and cooperation. 

 Voluntary Self-Reporting: Even when a company or individual does not have a regulatory duty to 

report an incident of foreign corruption to the CFTC, they should consider whether to self-report to the 

agency pursuant to the new advisory. In doing so, the company or individual must be prepared to 

anticipate and address the concerns of the CFTC in addition to those of the DOJ, SEC, and 

international authorities, and to cooperate with multiple agencies simultaneously.28 

 Whistleblowing: Companies should be aware that the Division’s announcement serves as an 

invitation for whistleblowers to report foreign corruption to the CFTC. McDonald noted in his March 6 

remarks that the CFTC’s Whistleblower Office “remains open and ready for business,” that it “issued 

a record number of whistleblower awards last year, with record payments to whistleblowers,” and that 

the Whistleblower Program “applies to CEA violations involving foreign corrupt practices, just as it 

does in other areas.”29 The CFTC recently highlighted that this program is available to whistleblowers 

in foreign countries.30 The Division has thus notified potential whistleblowers (and the attorneys who 

often represent them) that tips to the CFTC on foreign corruption may entitle whistleblowers to 

significant monetary awards. 

Conclusion 

The CFTC Division of Enforcement’s announcement of its interest in investigating and prosecuting 

violations of the CEA involving foreign corrupt practices opens a new chapter in the complex landscape 

for foreign corruption compliance and enforcement. While the scope and impact of the CFTC’s role in 

foreign corruption enforcement remains to be seen, companies and individuals who operate in the 

commodities and derivatives markets — whether or not they are registered with the CFTC — now face a 

new set of considerations when evaluating their global compliance programs, confronting any foreign 

corruption risks that may arise, and making decisions about self-reporting of potential violations. 
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